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Agenda

Recap of Amazon Identity and Access Management (IAM) policy language

Introduction to IAM permissions boundaries

Hands-on LAB



Question

Are you comfortable giving developers permissions to create AWS 
Identity and Access Management (IAM) roles (e.g., for AWS Lambda 
functions) in production accounts? 



Challenge: Safe delegation of permissions management

Many situations require user and role creation

Care must be taken when granting permission to create users and roles

Needs a safe way to delegate permission management



Solution: Permissions boundaries

Let builders build while maintaining responsible guardrails 

Allow multiple teams in the same account to do permissions 
management

• Safely delegate permissions management

• Empower developers

• Bound users and roles
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IAM policy structure

{ 

"Statement":[{ 

"Effect":”Allow/Deny",

"Principal":"principal",

"Action":"action", 

"Resource":"arn",

"Condition":{ 

"condition":{ 

"key":"value" }

}

}

]

}

Principal: The entity that is allowed or denied access 

"Principal":"AWS":"arn:aws:iam::123456789012:user/username"

Action: The type of access that is allowed or denied access

"Action":"s3:GetObject"

Resource: The Amazon resource(s) that the action will act on

"Resource":"arn:aws:sqs:us-west-2:123456789012:queue1"

Condition: The conditions under the access defined as valid

"StringEqualsIfExists": {"aws:RequestTag/project": [“Pickles“]}



IAM policy evaluation

Policy enforcement
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Product teams are autonomous (self-governance)

✓ Codify all things

✓ Fully automated

✓ Strong testing automation

✓ Changes are always in code

✓ Small incremental releases

✓ Release directly to customers

Product 

Team

Product 

consumers
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Introduction to IAM permissions 
boundaries



Letting your teenager drive

Car keys give a lot of power: drive fast, 
drive anywhere, etc.

You can set rules: don’t speed, don’t go 
beyond 20-mile range, etc. 

. . . but you can only verify that they 
followed your rules (check odometer, 
see if they got a speeding ticket or got 
into an accident)

Once they have the car 

keys, they can drive 

however they want



Letting your teenager drive

Some car brands have programmable 
keys so that you can restrict certain 
parameters

Ability (permission) in the car is the 
intersection between their want and the 
settings that you program

Key programming sets the 

maximum ability of the key



Letting your developer create roles

Permission to create users or roles is like giving 
car keys to developers; it provides a lot of 
power

Developer attaches policies (what they want a 
role to be able to do), but you can also require a 
permissions boundary (like the programming 
on the car key)

Effective permission of the role is the 
intersection of the two

Permissions boundary sets 

the maximum permissions 

of the role that they create



IAM permissions boundaries 

Scale and delegate permissions management to developers safely

Control the maximum permissions that employees can grant

Permissions boundary
✓ Attach to users, roles, group

✓ Defines max permissions that identity-
based policies can grant

✓ Does not limit permissions granted in 
resource-based policies

✓ Does not grant permissions



Four parts required for permission boundaries

✓ Allow create managed policies

✓ Allow create role, but only with a specific permission boundary

✓ Allow attach managed policies, but only to roles with a specific 
boundary

✓ Allow passRole for these roles using a naming requirement e.g. 
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2), AWS Lambda



The challenge

There is no way to 

restrict the permissions 

of the policies that she 

creates

You grant Alice 

permission to create 

policies and roles

Even if Alice’s permissions 

don’t allow actions like 

ec2:RunInstances . . .

she could 

create a role 

that does

Or she may give a Lambda 

function more permissions 

than needed

"Effect": 
"Allow",
"Action": "*",
"Resource": "*"

Amazon EC2

Amazon EC2



The solution = bound roles

Require that another 

policy (permissions 

boundary) is also 

attached to the role

The effective permission of 

the role is the intersection 

of the two policies

Go ahead and grant 

Alice the permission to 

create policies and 

roles

In this way, you can set 

the maximum permission 

of the roles that Alice 

creates—the roles are 

bound



IAM user with administrative access

Run aws ec2 describe-instances



Attach Amazon IAM permission boundary policy

Run aws s3 ls s3://demo-face-image

Run aws ec2 describe-instances



Effective permission for Amazon Simple Storage 
Service (Amazon S3): GetObject Request /data/*

Effective Permission

✓ Explicit Deny: No

✓ Permission Boundary: Allow

✓ Permission Policy: Allow

✓ Amazon S3:GetObject Request: 
Allowed



Effective Permission for S3: GetObject Request 
/data/*

What is the Effective Permission

(Hint: Permission Boundary Does not 
grant permissions)

✓ Explicit Deny: No

✓ Permission Boundary: Allow

✓ Permission Policy: Denied (implicit)

✓ Amazon S3:GetObject Request: 
Denied



Effective Permission for Amazon S3: 
GetObject Request /data/*

Effective Permission

✓ Explicit Deny: No

✓ Permission Boundary: Deny 
(implicit)

✓ Permission Policy: Allow

✓ Amazon S3: GetObject
Request Denied



Is it complicated? Nope. It’s just a condition . . .

"Condition": {"StringEquals": 

{"iam:PermissionsBoundary": 

"arn:aws:iam::ACCOUNT_ID:policy/permissionboundary"

}

}

. . . applied to principal actions

"Effect": "Allow",

"Action": ["iam:CreateRole"],

"Resource": ["arn:aws:iam::ACCOUNT_ID:role/path/*"],

"Condition": {"StringEquals": 

{"iam:PermissionsBoundary": 

"arn:aws:iam::ACCOUNT_ID:policy/permissionboundary"

}

}



End-user experience changes little

Create role for a Lambda function

# Step 1: Create role and attach permissions boundary

# Step 2: Create identity-based policy

No change

# Step 3: Attach identity-based policy

No change



Use Cases

✓ Developers creating roles for Lambda functions

✓ Application owners creating roles for Amazon EC2 instances

✓ Admins creating users for particular situations

✓ Restricting application owners to a region(s)
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Hands-on lab
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Thank you!
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